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Renovation update

The new Alexandra Palace Theatre is
now clearly emerging from the shell of
the old. Almost half way through the
main building programme, the main
structural changes are already mostly
done. The auditorium floor has been
levelled, with a new concrete platform
on stronger concrete footings, replacing
the old brick piers. The steel framework
to allow the re-raking of the balcony
is in place, and the arches between
the foyer and the East Court and the
north-east tower have been opened up,
reconnecting the Theatre to the main
building and offering views from the
foyer and East Court to the northern part

The Balcony taking shape

of Alexandra Park. Work on new toilets
between the East Court and foyer is well
advanced.
A close inspection of the ceiling

Roof beams above ceiling

The auditorium is now filled with
scaffolding, like a huge steel sculpture resting safely on the new concrete floor.
This is allowing the next major phase
of work to get under way: restoring,
where possible, and renewing the iconic
ceiling, and stabilising the plasterwork
on the walls.
Friend’s committee members were
able to see this work at close hand on
a recent visit. On a platform right under
the ceiling, it turns out to be much
bulkier than it appears from floor level.

And above, we were able to see the
work continuing to strengthen the
trusses and to clear the accumulated
debris of 140 years - several tons of dust
have been removed. Works are now
just beginning to convert the north-east
tower to a bar and reception room, and
to create the backstage facilities.
The Alexandra Palace Theatre of the 21st
century is no longer a concept or set of
design plans. It is taking shape week by
week - an exciting drama in itself.

FAPT committee in the foyer

For audiences, nothing matters quite so much as the comfort of the seats. Fapt committee
members were able to try out prototypes for the fixed seating in the balcony and the retractable
seating for the stalls, and offer their comments on height, comfort, ease of access etc. An
enormous amount of work has already been done, and refinements to get them just right
are continuing. But everyone can make a contribution to the seating. The Palace’s institutional
fundraising aimed at large donors is starting to bear fruit, and one of the main fundraising
schemes for individuals is sponsoring a seat: £900 for a named fixed seat in the balcony,
£450 for a stalls seat.
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Please be seated

Victorian Pastimes

Exploring Alexandra Palace Theatre’s history is perhaps like
doing an enormous 3D jigsaw puzzle, with some pieces not
in the box, its lid partly faded; but particularly enjoyable
when pieces appear to fit.

In 1898 Alexandra Palace reopened on an April Friday,
Thomas J Hawkins as Lessee and Cecil Barth as General
Manager, according to the Hornsey and Finsbury Park
Journal. The following Monday “grand vaudeville and variety
entertainment” took place in the Theatre including “a
marvellous conjuror” and “a juggler, whose lighted lamps
display astonished onlookers”; reported by the Tottenham
and Edmonton Weekly Herald. The paper also records As
You Like It in the Theatre on 6th August, a costume recital
as the Theatre had no drama licence due to absence of an
iron curtain. An Alexandra Palace programme of events
advertised two sketches in the Theatre for 24th September,
Chipps In Japan and The Klondyke Nugget with “three
specially trained horses, who will perform in their respective
scenes”.
An Alexandra Palace Television Society member contacted
the Friends of the Alexandra Palace Theatre. He had come
across an 1898 Programme for an Alexandra Palace event.
But did it take place in the Theatre?

The Era of 20th August 1898 describes a benefit for Mr Barth
the previous Saturday at Alexandra Palace, including in the
evening a “musical and operatic variety entertainment”,
listing most of the performers, though not order or song
titles, and implying it was one of the “important features“
of the day’s “great programme”.

The London Evening Standard of Monday 15th August
1898, appears to supply the missing piece, reporting that
the Theatre was the venue for a “musical and variety
entertainment” and a “comedietta, The Dowager, acted by
Miss Hilda Thorpe and Mr Barth, a minor part being taken
by Mr.T.J.Hawkins”, during a benefit for Mr Barth, a day
of activities in venues at Alexandra Palace the previous
Saturday.
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Do you have any AlexandRa
Palace memorabilia?
Do you have any Alexandra Palace memorabilia?
The Palace is looking for memorabilia to build its archive.
If any members have anything, perhaps tucked away
in the back of a shed, garage or loft, about or from the
theatre - or indeed from the early days of the Palace
itself - could you please let us see it or have it so we can
pass it on to the archivist. We would also like to feature
it in future newsletters and videos.

Video series
We’re working on a new video that shows the latest
stages of the restoration. This will be followed by a new
history film on what Victorian and early 20th century
audiences went to the theatre to see. Watch this space!

Are you or have you ever been a member?
Over the past year committee members Bob Hare and
Pat Brearey have been working hard to get to grips with
the details of members and supporters, whose numbers
have grown in recent years from a couple of dozen to
approaching a thousand. Information from paper forms
gathered at various points over many years has been
painstakingly digitised and checked. Now new membership
secretary Tim Willmott has used his IT skills to set up a new
www.facebook.com/aptheatre

database, so that we can better manage renewals,
mail-outs and so on. We currently have about 250 full
members who can participate fully in Fapt’s activities,
and about 700 supporters who we keep up to date
with information. One key task now is to revalidate
our information so it’s as accurate and up to date as
possible, and to find out from you what information and
communication you would like from us. We’ll be in touch.

www.twitter.com/@aptheatre

mail@fapt.org.uk

www.fapt.org.uk

